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The time for re-shaping of cell? 
 

The past 6 years has been an incredible journey of discovery for our church as we 
have first embraced and then transitioned into a church of cell and celebration. You 
know well the joys and frustrations of establishing small cell group communities, 
encouraging them in discipling and evangelism and prayerfully working and waiting 
for the day of multiplication.  One of the key dynamics that we sometimes overlook 
is that cell church is not actually about cells. Cells are most simply a methodology 
for focusing the vision that God has 
given us for our local communities. This 
perspective makes a difference since it 
properly helps define what is essential 
and what is temporal. At its best a cell 
church is a constantly evolving church. 
Under the influence of the Word  
people’s lives are changed, as new  
believers are added they bring a whole 
new set of challenges and God seems to 
constantly be pointing us to a new  
horizon. 
 

In recent years God has planted a big 
vision in our hearts here in Nottingham 
and I share it with you in the hope that it 
will be of some catalytic inspiration to 
you where you are.  
Our vision is a Nehemiah inspired vision 
“that our City be restored in Godly and  
Biblical values, that Jesus would be Lord and 
that we will become known as a City where 
good things happen.” 
 
As we were preaching our way through  
Nehemiah last year and worked out the  
application in our small group cells the Lord 
revealed to us a weakness in our thinking 
that would effectively block the realisation of 
that vision. Like most cell churches we have 
been labouring over the Oikos principle,  
encouraging our people to look to their  
networks of friends and family. In our cells 
we faithfully pray for our combined oikos and building a “big wing” that helps to facilitate 
evangelism of that combined people group. Our weakness (we discovered as we read  
Nehemiah 3 and saw that people worked in networks and neighbourhoods) was that this was 
tending to make us more homogenous and was drawing our attention away from the 
neighbourhoods in which we live. Now of course we know how society is changing and how 
networks are becoming more and more the community of choice but I want to suggest that 
networks are not enough.  
 
To see our city changed we also need to have thought about the postcode in which we 
live. You may of course already be doing this but it was a revelation to us and a challenging 
one too because it has sent us back to the drawing board on the shape of our cell groups. 
We want each of our cells to have a 5th “W” if you like – one in which they prayerfully focus 
on the needs of a specific postcode. In principle then we have come to see that we need 
three different kinds of cell; praying cells, planting cells and pioneering cells. Each is defined 
by the postcode(s) on which it will focus and are described in the diagram. Most of us will 
recognise the “praying cell” straight away but the other two present different perspectives. 
We are currently shaping one of our existing cells into the “planting model” and in July we are 
commissioning our first pioneering cell into one of the more deprived areas in Nottingham 
and we would value your prayer for that endeavour.  
 

A time for reshaping cell? What do you think? You can find a bit more information on this 
idea at www.projectpostcode.org and I would really value any ideas, thoughts criticisms and 
encouragements. Every blessing on your life and ministry. 

 
 

Yours for the Gospel,    David Robertson,    Salvation Army, Arnold, Nottingham 

Making Cells Work 
 

A 3 Day Residential Training Course for 

Church Leaders  

6th—8th May 2008 

Join us and be inspired,  

challenged and equipped to 

lead more effectively 
 
Includes the following: 
 
• Church Design and Values 

• Value Based Discipleship 

• Equipping everyone 

• Materials for Discipleship 

• Prayer in the life of a Cell Church 

• Understanding Change 

• How Evangelism looks today 

• Steps in Network Evangelism 

• Training Cell Leaders 

• Demonstration Cell 

• The Theology of Cell 

Equipping Leaders to Lead 

Support income update 
 

Thank you to all who have supported us 
so far by making a gift.  

Total needed £17,500 

Total so far £14,260 

European Leaders’ Symposium 
 

18th-19th June 2008 
 

Our speakers this year include: 

Ben Wong, Pastor of Shepherd  
Community Church, Hong Kong. 

www.celluk.org.uk or 01582 463232  
for info & booking 

www.celluk.org.uk or 01582 463232  
for info & booking 

Jeff Fountain, Director of YWAM Europe 
one of the foremost thinkers on the 
church in Europe. 

Paul Reid, Senior Pastor of Christian 
Fellowship Church, Belfast.  


